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1. Welcome! 
 

Welcome to Escuela Superior de Español de Sagunto (ESDES). We are glad that 

you chose our school to live and study with us. While here you are going to be able 

to learn the Spanish language better and 

perfect your Spanish linguistic skills. 

 

My name is Juan Antonio and 

I am the director of ESDES. 

Along with my colleague, 

Lidia Ortiz, vice director of 

ESDES, we will do everything 

possible to make sure your 

experience is a very special one.   

 

All the professors, monitors, and staff are here to 

help you. Don’t hesitate to share your opinions and suggestions with us: they are 

very valuable to our program, which has been running for over 50 years, because 

they help us respond to the expectations that you as a student may have. 

 

We have planned many special activities and trips that will help you to get involved, 

participate, learn, explore and live a new language and culture. 

 

It is possible that at the beginning of the program you may miss your home and 

country; this is normal. But I assure you that if you choose to be involved, to 

participate, to learn, to explore, and to live the new language and culture that we place 

within your reach, by the end of the term you will find it hard to leave Spain.  

 

If you need to contact me, simply choose your easiest way of communicating, 

and do not hesitate about talking to me about anything: 

- https://www.facebook.com/juanantonio.lopez.9638  

- Email: juanantonio.lopez@campusadventista.es 

- Come to my office, located next to ESDES administration. 

Here are other email addresses that you may need. 

- Girls’ Dean (Loli Gracia) preceptora@campusadventista.es 

- Boys´ Dean (Javier Pérez) preceptor@campusadventista.es  

- President (Daniel Bosqued) daniel.bosqued@campusadventista.es 

- ESDES Secretary (Lisa Decker) esdes@campusadventista.es 

 

We know that being suddenly submerged into a new language and culture in a 

different country is a big challenge, but we hope that this orientation and especially 

our large experience in language programs will help you adapt to your new life in 

Sagunto, and will help maximize your experience with us.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dr. Juan Antonio López 

 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/juanantonio.lopez.9638
mailto:juanantonio.lopez@campusadventista.es
mailto:preceptora@campusadventista.es
mailto:preceptor@campusadventista.es
mailto:daniel.bosqued@campusadventista.es
mailto:esdes@campusadventista.es
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2. What is ESDES? 
 

a. ESDES at CAMPUS ADVENTISTA DE SAGUNTO 
ESDES is a university-level department of Campus Adventista de Sagunto (CAS). 
CAS consists of the following departments: a preschool and primary school, a high 
school institution, a Theology Seminary, and a Music Conservatory.  
 

b. Mission 
“The mission of ESDES is to train foreign students for effective communication in 
Spanish as a second language within the framework of an education in Christian 
values, so that they can influence society by developing a competent, responsible, 
professional, and Christian service." 
 

c. Vision 
“Our primary objective is to be a linguistically and culturally attractive program 
that offers the possibility for the student to learn Spanish as a foreign language 
while discovering the different cultures in which it is integrated, gaining a better 
understanding of the globalized world in which we live.” 
 

d. ESDES and international associations 
ESDES is a member of various international and professional associations. 
 
- Adventist Colleges Abroad (ACA). This association connects all higher 

institutions of the Adventist network in the United States and 
Canada. Students from these centers spend time learning 
languages in different countries. (www.acastudyabroad.com). 
 

- SDALANGUAGES.EU. This association includes 6 European Adventist schools 
offering educational language programs with a similar offer. 
(www.sdalanguages.eu) 
 

 

- Collaboration with other educational institutions: ESDES receives students 
from different backgrounds who can register individually or 
they can come for specific intensive courses. In recent years 
ESDES has developed partnerships with the following 
institutions: UNASP (Brazil), Samhyook Adventist University 

(South Korea), Marienhohe Adventist School (Germany), Bogenhofen Adventist 
School (Austria), Gymnase Jean Sturm (Strasbourg , France), Académie de la Cité 
Scolaire Adventiste Rama Martinique (Martinique, France), Tyriford Adventist 
School (Norway), Stanborough School (England), Ekeyboholm (Sweden), 
Suomen Kristillinen Yhteiskoulu (Finland), etc. 

 

- ASELE: ESDES participates in the international association for the teaching of 
Spanish as a foreign language.  
 

 
e. Accreditation 

ESDES is currently accredited by the Adventist Accrediting 
Association.  

 
 

http://www.acastudyabroad.com/
http://www.sdalanguages.eu/
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f. Exams and certifications 
 

i. SIELE: Since 2016, ESDES is an exam center of Servicio 
Internacional de Evaluación de la Lengua Española. Students 
may choose many various types of exam. They may make an 
exam that covers all the language skills (SIELE Global) or 
even a 15 minutes test that just checks the oral skills (SIELE 
S1/S2). For more info, visit www.siele.org 

 
ii. DELE: At the end of the school year and in collaboration with 

other educational institutions, our pupils take the DELE 
exam. 

 
g. Where is ESDES?  

We normally pick up first time arriving students from Valencia airport 
(http://www.aeropuerto-valencia.com) or from the bus or train station from 
Valencia. 
 
However, if you prefer to come with your own car you can search "Escuela 
Superior de Español de Sagunto" on maps.google.es or follow these instructions:  
From Valencia: Take exit 297 from I-15/A-7/AP-7. At the roundabout take the 3rd 
exit. You'll come immediately to another roundabout. There take the road Petrés. 
In approximately 2 kms you will see a sign on the right that says "Colegio". Follow 
the road up until you see the sign for CAMPUS ADVENTISTA DE SAGUNTO. 
 
If you arrive to Sagunto by bus or train, you can take a taxi by calling 962 680 
999. Also, there are usually taxis waiting in front of the train station.  
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3. ORIENTATION ABOUT CAMPUS ADVENTSITA DE SAGUNTO SERVICES 
AND DEPENDENCIES: 
 
CAMPUS ADVENTISTA DE SAGUNTO was inaugurated in 1974. It 
currently has the following facilities and services. 
a. Dorms: There is a residence for boys and one for girls. Normally there 

are two students for each room. The girls' dormitory has a shower and 
sink in each room. The boys' dormitory has a sink in the room and a 
shower area on each floor. The residence provides sheets, pillows but 
not towels. 

b. Cafeteria: The cafeteria is modern and spacious. Three ovo-lacto 
vegetarian meals are served every day. It is prohibited to take food 
outside the dining room. In case of illness, you must notify the dean so 
your food can be brought to your room. If you have any suggestions 
about food, do not hesitate to write to cocina@campusadventista.es 

c. Bicycles: There are several bicycles available for all ESDES students. Its 
use is free. Since bicycles are on the premises of the boys´ dorm, the 
deans are responsible for supervising and facilitating the corresponding 
regulations. It is important to take care of them, avoid them being stolen, 
and wear helmets and reflective vests to increase security  

d. TV: In each residence there is a TV room available to students where 
they can watch news, sports and other programs of general interest. 

e. “La Frontera” recreation room: This room, located in the boys´ dorm, 
is used as a space for recreation as well as for movies and sporting 
events.  

f.  Bocastería: In front of the class building there is a small grocery store 
open in the morning where you can get sandwiches, sweets, juices, etc. 

g. Bookstore: At the receptionist office, in the administration and high 
school building, there is a bookstore where you can buy books and other 
class material. 

h. Laundry: CAS has a laundry service that is located under the married 
students apartments. In addition to sheets you can bring your personal 
clothing (except underwear) if they are properly labeled with your 
name. It is not recommended to bring delicate items. Both dorms have 
washing machines where you can wash your own clothes. You also have 
spaces for hanging clothes and dryers. 

i. Currency exchange: You can exchange money in the accounting office, 
located in the administration and high school building. 

j. Telephones: Each room has a telephone with its own number, so you can 
receive calls directly from outside without going through any 
switchboard. Family members who wish to speak to a dean must dial the 
following numbers: Girls´ Dean (Loli Gracia) Cellphone: (011) (34) 
625510641, Boys Dean (Javier Perez) Cellphone: (011) (34) 
615986914. Girls´Dorms: (011) (34) 962650140, Boys´ Dorms: (011) 
(34) 962650263. 

 k. Gym and weight room: The gym includes courts for practicing different 
sports. It also includes a weight room with stationary bikes  

l. Internet:  Using your own personal smart phone or tablet/iPad you can 
connect to the campus WIFI in your room as well as in multiple places 
around campus. 

m. Valuables: Each dorm has a safe/strongbox available, under the deans’ 
supervision, for the students where they can store their valuables. We 
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strongly recommend that you do not store money or your passport in 
your room. 

n. Drinkable water: Our drinking water comes from a nearby well that is 
treated regularly in order to make it suitable for consumption. Drinking 
water can be collected from the fountain that is situated in front of the 
ESDES classrooms/cafeteria. We strongly recommend that you do not 
drink from any of the sinks found on campus. 

o. Medical attention and medication: Each dean has a first aid kit like 
the one in the ESDES office. If you are not feeling well the first thing that 
you should do is contact one of the deans. They will arrange things for 
the visiting doctor to come and see you, or if necessary, they will take 
you to the medical center located in Sagunto. All ACA students are 
covered through ACA by the insurance that ACA works with. Once any 
medical visit has taken place the student should fill out a form. During 
the students’ independent travels each student is responsible for 
arranging their own medical care, and if necessary pay for any services 
that will later be reimbursed through the insurance company. Non ACA 
students should come prepared with any documents that they may 
need when requesting medical attention or should arrange for private 
medical insurance before arriving in Sagunto. 

i. In case of symptoms or suspicion of COVID, the deans 
will take the student to the Health Center where a PCR will 
be done. 
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4. ORIENTATION ABOUT THE DORMS 
 

a. Transportation to/from the airport: The program provides free 
transportation service from the airport on the day of arrival to CAMPUS and on 
the day of departure from CAMPUS to the airport. Other transportation services 
to the airport will have an additional cost. 

 
b. Religious services during the weekend: The CAS Adventist 

church offers a vespers service on Friday night at 20:00, a Sabbath school program 
in groups at 11:30AM on Saturday, and a worship service at 10:00AM on Saturday.  

• Additionally, the ESDES student committee can arrange an 
"afterglow" program in English on Friday night in "La Frontera".  

• It is recommended that ESDES program residents attend those 
programs. 

• It will be required to wear a mask during the COVID crisis, while 
also practicing safe social distancing. 

 
c. Student life and social training programs: On Mondays and  

Tuesdays from 20:00 to 20:30 there will be an evening worship and/or training 
for all residents.  
 

d. Room organization and cleanliness: All dorm residents are 
expected to take the necessary time each week to keep their rooms clean and 
organized. 
 

e. Quiet time: It is expected for residents to stay quiet between 00:00 
and 7.00AM (8.00AM Saturdays and holidays) to promote rest.  
 

f. Visitors: Visitors may access residents’ dorm rooms only with the 
permission from one of the deans or assistant deans. 
 

g. Independent travel: A resident must inform the dean before 
leaving to travel independently. We recommend that the students who want to 
travel independently take into account the school calendar and buy their tickets 
in advance to enjoy cheaper prices. 

Personal Travel during times of COVID 
❖ Every weekend, we will ask about your travel plans, just so we 

know where everyone is. 
❖ This year, we will also check the safety of your destination 

regarding covid-19. Should the infection rate be at a dangerous 
level, you will be asked to postpone your trip. 

❖ We ask that you limit your travel to within Spain for the time 
being. As things develop, it may be safe to travel beyond our 
borders. 

❖ We expect you to abide by the rules of our government. In case you 

want to travel through Europe check https://reopen.europe.eu    

❖ Masks are mandatory on all public transportation, which is the 
usual way to get around here. Depending on the area, you may be 

fined if you are caught not wearing one.  
❖ When travelling by bus or train, seat yourself away from other 

passengers, if possible, and avoid close contact 

https://reopen.europe.eu/
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❖ Trains usually have a vending machine or even restaurant on 

board. However, service may be limited, so bring an emergency 

snack along if you are travelling for a longer period. 

 
h. Curfew: All students over 18 can return to the residence by 1.00 AM 

and by 2.00 AM on Saturday night. 
 

i. Safety tip: We strongly recommended that you do not walk 
alone to Sagunto.  It is also recommended to use the bikes during the day and 
with a safety vest provided by the dean. 
 

j. Access cards for dorms: ESDES residents over 18 will receive a 
card that provides access to the dorm if it is closed. This card is not to be shared 
with anyone. 
 

k. Security Cameras: For security reasons there are cameras in the 
dorms that are running 24/7. 

 
l. Christmas break: During the holidays, CAS closes the Cafeteria 

from December 24th and January 5th. However, if you choose to stay in the dorms 
during those dates and decide not to travel, you will be given food that you can 
prepare in the dorm kitchens. 
 
Instructions for using the dorm telephones:  
You must take notice of the following information: 

 

• Every dorm room and apartment on campus is provided with a telephone 
that students may use to make and receive campus and to receive long distance 
calls.  

• Every student will be assigned an extension number at each dorm upon 
arrival.  

 

Making Calls: 
• Campus calls are free of charge. 

Receiving Calls: 
• To call from the United States you must dial one of the following numbers: 

Men´s Dorm: (011) (34) 96-265-5925 
Women´s Dorm: (011) (34) 96-265-5926 
Front Desk/24-hour operator: (011) (34) 96-265-5757 
 

• To call from another country you may use the same numbers, except for the 
international code (011) which varies from country to country.  

 

• If you call the dorms numbers between 7:00 AM and 11:00 PM, Spain’s time, 
the deans will answer and transfer your call to the person you are trying to reach.  

 

The front desk number is available 24 hours. If you call before and/or after the 
schedule provided, your calls will be received by an automated answering system. 
Once your call has been answered, you may press 3 for English. Next, you will hear 
instructions for dialling the extension number of the person you are trying to reach. 
If you want to skip the rest of the instructions, you may dial the extension number 
directly, and the call will be transferred accordingly. Each phone is provided with an 
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automatic answering machine, where you can leave a message, in case the student is 
not in his/her room.  
 

Here are some of the main extension numbers: 
Campus Director - 204 

ESDES Office - 234            Men´s Dorm-100 Women’s Dorm-300 
ESDES Director - 224        Men´s Dean-150 Women’s Dean-350 
 

Remember that no faculty or staff (except the deans) will be available before and/or 
after office hours, from 9:00 AM until 1:30 PM, Spain time. 
 

These are some of the main phone numbers, which you may use in case of emergency: 
ESDES Director (Juan Antonio López): 655 809 215 
Campus Director (Daniel Bosqued): 608 615 215     
Campus Administrator (Xavier Francés): 617 359 800 
Girls’ Dean (Loli Gracia): 625 510 641  
Men’s Dean (Javier Pérez):  615 986 914        

  

One of the deans on duty usually speaks English, but if you encounter any difficulties 
communicating or just to make sure you are being fully understood, you can always 
call the ESDES department at (34) 96-265-5929. Our office hours are from Monday 
to Friday, from 8:00 AM until 1:30 PM. 
 

• The student may access his/her answering machine dialling: 505+12  
 

5. ACADEMIC ORIENTATION – SCHOOL YEAR 
 

a. PLACEMENT TEST 
The first day of academic activity begins with the completion of a placement test 
which, along with the student's transcript, helps the teachers place each student 
in level A2, B1, B2, and C1 CEFR1. This test consists of a multiple-choice 
questionnaire of 100 items and a personal interview with a teacher. 
 

b. LEVELS  
Level A2 ACA students may take 200 level classes during the 1st quarter. Starting 
2nd quarter, A2 level students have the option of changing to level B1 and receive 
300 level credits. 
Students at level B1, B2, and C1 may take 300 and 400 level classes.  
 

c. ELECTIVES 
The maximum load for ESDES students is 18 credits. Since 12 credits are 
required (Conversation 4, Composition 3, Grammar 4 and Diploma for 
Spanish as a Foreign Language DELE 1), the student can choose the other 6 
credits each quarter from the electives described below.  
 
At the time of registration, students choose elective subjects they want to study. 
However, on the calendar you will see a week in which students can decide 
whether to take additional classes or drop previously chosen electives. 

 
1 CEFR. The Common European Framework of Reference for Language (CEFR) is an international 
standard for describing language ability. It describes language ability on a six-point scale: A1, A2, B1, 
B2, C1, and C2. The North American credit equivalence of the CEFR recognized in the ESDES Teaching 
Plan is the as follows: A1 = 100; A2 = 200; B1 = 300; B2 = 300; C1 and C2 = 400. 
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If for justified reasons the student decides to drop an elective and not receive 
credit after the official deadline has passed, you should talk with the 
corresponding teacher and the program director who will help you find the best 
solution.  
 

Here is the list of electives we offer. 
 
SUBJECT LEVEL 
PEAC 121, 122, 123 Physical Education A2-B1 
SPAN/HUMN 201 Folklore A2 
SPAN 281 Current Events in Spain A2 
SPAN/MUPF/ART 285, 286, 287 Flamenco A2 
SPAN 293 Spanish Through Drama A2 
SPAN 312, 313 Spain and its Culture B1-B2 
SPAN 315, 316, 317 History of Spain B1-B2 
SPAN 331, 332, 333 History of Spanish Literature B1-B2 
SPAN/ART 337, 338, 339 History of European Art B1-B2 
SPAN 375 Spanish for Health Professionals B2 
SPAN/SOCI 382, 383 Current Events in Spain B1-B2 
SPAN 421, 422, 423 Translation and Interpretation B2-C1 
RELB 291, 292, 293 The Gospel and Contemporary Culture A2-B1 
MUPF 126 Private Music Classes A2 
MUPF 136 Choir A2 
MUPF 146 Orchestra A2 
 

• There may be some overlapping classes on the schedule. At the time of 
registration you will be informed of possible conflicts. 

• The directors may make changes in the program based on the students 
enrolled in each class. 
 

i. Classes for audit 
Any student who wishes to attend an elective class for audit is welcome as long as 
they make arrangements in administration and the class has vacancies.  
 

ii. Music classes.  
1. MUPF 136, 137, 138 Choir (1, 1, 1 qh) 

a. Conservatory choir  
 

2. MUPF 126 PRIVATE CLASSES (1-3qh) 
Private instrument classes (Varied teachers). The price 
is 24,5€/hour 13€/half-hour. 

 
3. MUPF 175, 176, 177 ORQUESTA (1, 1, 1 qh) 

a. Conservatory Orchestra (Günther Rieker) 
 

iii. ACA students who wish to take more than 18 credits must 
write to esdes@campusadventista.es with a written permission form from his or 
her college advisor in the U.S. In any case the maximum amount of credits any 
student can take is 20 credits. 
 
 

mailto:esdes@campusadventista.es
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d. ABSENCES AND TARDIES 
Students are expected to attend all classes regularly and in a punctual manner 
unless they are ill. Unexcused absences affect the grade of each class according to 
the following standard:  

• The number of unexcused absences allowed per quarter 
corresponds to the number of hours per week that subject has, 10%. For 
example, for a class that meets 3 times a week, the student is allowed a total of 
three unexcused absences per quarter.  

• Recurring tardies are penalized according to the following 
rule: 3 tardies equals one absence.  

• If the student exceeds the number of allowed absences, 
it will lower the quarter grade by two grades. For example: 

 

- For a course of 4 weekly hours: 
  - For 0 to 4 absences there is no penalization. (10%) 
  - For 5 to 8 absences the grade will drop from A to A- (20%) 
  - For 9 to 12 absences, the grade will drop from A to B+ (30%) 
 - For a course of 3 weekly hours: 
  - For 0 to 3 absences there is no penalization. (10%) 
  - For 4 to 6 absences the grade will drop from A to A- (20%) 
  - For 7 to 9 absences, the grade will drop from A to B+ (30%) 

- For a course of 2 weekly hours: 
  - For 0 to 2 absences there is no penalization. (10%) 
  - For 3 to 4 absences the grade will drop from A to A- (20%) 
  - For 5 to 6 absences, the grade will drop from A to B+ (30%) 
 

• If you miss more than 30% of the class periods the course 
will be considered audited and you will not receive credit. 

• When you are absent in class due to illness you must 
inform the dean and present a proof of illness slip to the teachers. This proof of 
illness slip should be turned in within the following week of the absence. If it is 
turned in later than a week then it will not be accepted.  

• In the case that the teacher is late, a student representative 
must notify administration in case there has been an incident. If after 15 minutes 
the teacher does not show up, students may leave the classroom. 
 

6. ACADEMIC ORIENTATION – SUMMER PROGRAM 
a. Placement test. 

The first day of academic activity begins with the completion of a placement test 
which, along with the student's transcript, helps the teachers place each student in 
the correct level: A1, A2, B1 or B2 of the CEFR. This test consists of a 100 question 
multiple choice reviews and a personal interview with a teacher. 
 

b. Absences and tardies 
Students are expected to attend all classes regularly and in a punctual manner unless 
they are ill. Unexcused absences affect the grade of each class. 

- When you are absent in class due to illness you must inform the dean, as only 
absences that are reported by deans to the ESDES secretary will be excused. You 
are only allowed to miss up to 10% of the classes without any justification: 

0–2 = No penalty  
3-5 = A>A- 
6-8 = A>B+ 
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- In the case that a teacher is late, a student representative must notify the ESDES 
secretary in case there has been an incident. If after 15 minutes the teacher does 
not show up, students may leave the classroom. 

 
7. GRADING SYSTEM AND CERTIFICATES 

 
a. Evaluation system. At the end of each period of study, ESDES will 

send a completed transcript to the address that each student specifies 
as well as a certificate of participation in the program. If a student were 
to need a certificate with other specifications, they may request said 
certificate in the ESDES office. 

b. Grading table for ACA students: the Spanish grading system is 
different from the American system. Normally the grades given in 
the Spanish system are based on a numerical scale from 1 to 10. 
However, ESDES has a grading system that is compatible with 
the North American system so that the issued certificates are 
valid at their schools of origin. This is the numerical equivalence 
approved by the faculty: 

A = 9,0 – 10  
A- = 8,5 – 8,9 
B+ = 8,0 – 8,4 
B = 7,5 – 7,9 
B- = 7,0 – 7,4 
C+ = 6,5 – 6,9 
C = 6,0 – 6,4 
C- = 5,5 – 5,9 
D+ = 5,0 – 5,4 
D = 4,5 – 4,9 
D- = 4,0 – 4,4 
F = 0,9 – 3,9 

 

At the end of each quarter, a grade certificate is sent from ESDES to the ACA offices 
in Maryland. ACA transfers these grades to each student's college. The grades from 
ESDES courses will automatically become part of your college or university 
transcript. 

ii. Grading system for students from other countries: At the 
end of each study term, ESDES will send a grade certificate to the student's postal 
address. If the student wishes that a certificate with other elements be made, he 
or she must apply at the ESDES office. 

 

iii. Certificate of program completion: At the end of the 
academic year, all students receive a certificate in recognition of their 
achievement and their participation in the ESDES program. 

 

iv. SIELE Certificate: ESDES organizes at least 4 SIELE exams 
per year: November, March, May, and July. The students who have taken classes at 
200 level may also registrar for the SIELE exam S1 at no additional charge. It is the 
student´s responsibility to sign up on-line at www.siele.org and at the ESDES 

http://www.siele.org/
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office in order to be allowed to take the exam. During the year, students who 
cannot take the DELE may apply for the SIELE with no additional fee. Students 
who take the DELE exam and wish to have the SIELE certificate as well must pay 
the exam fee that that will be indicated in the ESDES office. During the summer, 
students with a B1 level, may take the SIELE exam at no additional cost. 

 

v. Diploma of Spanish as a Foreign Language (DELE). In the 
3rd quarter of the academic year (March to May) students who wish to do so may 
take an external exam that will allow them to obtain the DELE diploma certifying 
the student's level. This test, organized by the Instituto Cervantes, is proctored at 
a DELE exam center. For more info: http://dele.cervantes.es 

 
e. USING SPANISH TO COMMUNICATE 

During your stay in ESDES, it is expected that you make an effort to speak Spanish 
the majority of the time. This is very important both for your own learning and for 
creating an environment of Spanish language among the ESDES students. 

 
 

8. ORIENTATION ABOUT COMPLEMENTARY SERVICES IN ESDES 
 

a. TRIPS. Each quarter the students participate in a cultural trip to a 
selected region of the Spanish territory. Trips will be announced on the 
calendar with flexibility of change, depending on the current circumstances. 

i. Trip to Andalucía: During the first quarter, the students do 
a cultural excursion throughout the main cities of Andalucía (Málaga, Granada, 
Sevilla, Córdoba). This tour also includes a visit to the British territory of Gibraltar 
and to a city in north Africa. The trip will last a total of 7 days. All students that 
don´t have a European or North American passport MUST check the 
requirements in their embassies and in the Gibraltar and Moroccan 
embassies.   

ii. Trip to Basque Country and Pamplona: During the second 
quarter, students take a cultural excursion through the main cities of Cataluña 
(Barcelona and Girona). The total duration is 4 days. 

iii. Trip to Castilla: During the third quarter, students take a 
cultural excursion through the main cities of Castile and the Region of Madrid. For 
six days they will visit Toledo, Madrid and Segovia. 
 
YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO KEEP A JOURNAL OF THE TRIPS AND THE DAY 
EXCURSIONS YOU WILL PARTICIPATE IN. THE JOURNAL SHOULD INCLUDE A 
DESCRIPTION OF EVERY DAY ACTIVITIES AS WELL AS THE MAIN 
EXPERIENCES DURING THE CULTURAL VISITS. FOR EACH DAY YOU MUST 
WRITE AT LEAST 100 WORDS. YOU MUST TURN IN THE JOURNAL TO THE 
TEACHER. THE JOURNAL GRADE WILL COUNT AS 5 % OF THE GRAMMAR 
CLASS. 
 

b. DAY EXCURSIONS: The ESDES program includes many single-day 
outings and guided tours. They will be announced on each quarterly calendar.  

 
c. CAMPUS MINISTRIES The Campus Ministries department 

numerous events for the whole school community and for the youth 
of the local Adventist church. As a program, we encourage you to 
actively participate in these events and to integrate yourselves in 
committees that organize them. More information can be found on 
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Facebook: Campus Ministries CEAS. Instagram: 
@campusministries_sagunto  

 
d. CONVERSATION SESSIONS (Online/In person) 

In the afternoon, ESDES organizes a Spanish counselor service that carries out the 
following functions:  

- Talk casually with ESDES students.  

- Support and encouragement in completing assignments and tasks. 
- Carrying out a variety of specific workshops: cooking, sports, crafts, 

etc. 

- Collaborating in preparing for the DELE exams. 
Attendance will make up 5% of the Conversation class. 
 

e. MOVIES  
Each week at La Frontera, a movie will be shown in Spanish. The movie will be 
announced in advance, and the attendance of 3 movies a quarter will translate 
into 3% extra credit in the Composition class.  
 

f. SPORTS  
The CAMPUS has a sports department that provides sport activities for students 
and organizes internal, national and international sporting events. The usual 
hours of sport in indoor sports are:  
 

Monday and Wednesday (20.30-22.30): Volleyball and Basketball.  
Tuesday and Thursday (20.30-22.30): Indoor soccer.  
 

In addition, the sports center has a fitness room. 
 

g. MUSIC  
Students enrolled in any musical ensemble (orchestra or choir) will also 
participate in outings with the group.  
 

h. STUDENT COMMITTEE  
The student committee, consisting of one representative of each class and an 
ESDES professor, may propose different activities than those on the calendar. This 
committee may also organize social, cultural, and spiritual activities.  

 
 

9. ORIENTATION ABOUT FINANCES 
 

a. Arrivals and departures 
It is important to respect the dates marked on the calendar for arrival and 
departure of the program. However, provided that the residences are open and 
unoccupied by other programs, there is flexibility of up to five days without 
charge. 
 

b. Services included in the fee: all ESDES activities are organized from an 
"all included" financial standpoint. That is, once he or she has paid the cost of 
schooling, activities will already be covered and no additional spending is needed. 
The price of our program explicitly includes the following services: 

- Transportation to and from the airport on the first day of arrival and 
the last day of the program. 
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- Textbooks for classes. 

- Accommodation in residence with full board: 3 meals 7 days a week. 

- Trips included in the calendar and organized by ESDES. On trips, 
students will be given money for meals outside the hotel. 

- DELE or SIELE exam fees. 

- Bedding. 

- Laundry. 

- Unlimited use of bicycles. 
- Access to all CAMPUS services. 

 

c. Paid work: There are very few options to work on campus and earn some 
money for expenses. However, if there is any opening it will be communicated to 
all students. 

 

d. Costs not included in the price: Towels and personal items are not 
included in the price. Also not included are activities organized by the Student 
Committee like: visiting a section of the City of Sciences, soccer games or other 
entertainment, excursions not included in the official calendar. Private 
instrument lessons are not included in the price either; fees for lessons are 
payable directly to administration. 

 

e. Deposit: At the end of the study abroad experience there will be a return 
deposit of 50€ that each student will receive depending on the state of their room, 
blankets, and room key. To obtain the return deposit the student must submit the 
exit form signed by the various departments at least three days before departure. 

 
 

f. Sending money: If during the course you need your parents to send you 
money, they can make a bank transfer to the following account: 

 

Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria 
46500 Sagunto (Valencia) Spain. 
IBAN ES 22 0182 2339 6102 0000 3361 
Banking Code: BBVAESMMXXX 
Escuela Superior de Español de Sagunto. Student name. 
 

It is convenient to notify administration or the ESDES secretary that you are 
expecting a transfer.  
 

g. Withdrawing early from the program.  
If for any reason a student decides to leave the program before the end of a 
quarter, you must fill out a form at ESDES administration. The date the form was 
submitted is considered when calculating possible reimbursements. All financial 
arrangements must be made before leaving the campus. 
 

h. Student scholarship. 
ACA students will receive 120 € each quarter if they remain in the program 
throughout the academic year.  
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10. ORIENTATION ABOUT THE DISCIPLINE SYSTEM 
 

If there is any behavior that violates the rules of residency of CAS, the 
following discipline system will apply.  

If a student violates one of the rules, he or she may be sanctioned by the 
dean, the director of ESDES or the Board of Discipline. Offenses considered worthy 
of attention are behaviors such as: 

- Theft of personal items.  

- Spending the night outside the residency without making 
appropriate arrangements with the dean.  

- Possession and/or consumption of alcohol, tobacco or other drugs 
in CAS or in activities organized by the institution.  

 
The corrective measures that may be taken:  

- Addressing the resident  

- Denial of leave requests for a determined time  
- Community service  

- Written letter to ACA reporting behavior.  

- Temporary or permanent expulsion from the program.  
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11. TIPS AND ADVICE. 
 

In order to have a better experience in Spain, it is important that the 
students be informed of the cultural events and opportunities that exist near 
campus. At ESDES we try to announce important events, but there are some pages 
on Facebook and online that gather activities of interest for students. On Facebook 
or Instagram you can check out the following pages: Love Valencia, Valencia 
Bonita, Somos Valencianos, Valencia Actividades & Ocio. 
 
Here are some interesting websites where you can find information on events, 
races, beaches, hiking and more: 
 

https://www.elpais.com 
https://www.reopeneuropa.eu 
https://www.lovevalencia.com 
https://www.msf.es/actualidad/agenda 
http://ocio.levante-emv.com/agenda/valencia/eventos- del-dia.html 
http://www.guiadelocio.com/valencia-valencia 
http://www.carreraspopulares.com 
http://www.provinciadealicante.es/11-calas- y-playas- en-javea- que-te-
sorprenderan 
https://es.wikiloc.com/rutas/senderismo/espana/comunidad-
valenciana 

 
Some places that we recommend you visit near Valencia during your stay: 
Port Saplaya (also known as Little Venice), the beaches and lookouts of Jávea, 
the Calpe crag, Teruel, Morella and Cuenca.  
 
Spain has an excellent public transport system. Here are the informative websites 
of the buses and trains that you may take from Sagunto to Valencia: 

 
https://www.redtransporte.com/valencia/cercanias-renfe/horarios.html 
http://www.avsa.es/Horarios.aspx 

 
 

12.    GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS 
 

We at ESDES strive to make sure our students return satisfied with their 
learning experience at Sagunto, however, the student is responsible for the level 
of growth that they reach, in the language field as well as the area of social and 
personal development. 

In order to achieve a truly wonderful experience at ESDES, here are some 
things that former students have recommended in order to get the most out of 
your time here: Attend the events offered by the campus, participate in the 
activities and hang out with young people that aren´t ESDES students, watch 
movies in Spanish, go on personal trips, make an effort to speak spanish with 
the rest of the students, adapt to and enjoy Spanish culture and most 
importantly: Have a positive attitude. 

 
 
 
 

https://www.elpais.com/
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Finally, if you know someone interested in studying with us for a quarter or 
a school year, please share with them this contact information: 
 

Secretary: esdes@campusadventista.es  
ESDES website: esdes.eu 
ESDES Facebook page 
ESDES phone number: +34 962 655 929, +34 655 809 215 
 
For students in the U.S. and Canada: 
Adventist Colleges Abroad email: aca@nadadventist.org 
Web de ACA website: www.acastudyabroad.com 
Phone number: (301) 680-6444 

 
 

13. ORIENTATION ABOUT REGISTRATION IN YOUR COUNTRY'S 
CONSULATE 

 

Each student is responsible for registering in the consulate of your country in 
Spain. For U.S. students, the website is http://step.state.gov/stop. 

 
 
14.  COVID MEASURES 

The COVID-19 pandemic has made it necessary to take preventative and 
protective measures that have obligated a restructuring of the organization on 
campus as well as in our department to be able to return to the classroom in a safe 
way. The return of activity on our campus should consequently adapt to these 
measures. 

 
1. Basic principles and functioning measures: 

A. Information regarding COVID-19. Students will be kept informed 
of the constantly evolving situation and the changes caused by the virus. 
Information related to living on campus, the situation in the community of 
Sagunto and surrounding areas, as well as new governmental regulations. 

B. Limits and control of interpersonal contact. Limiting physical 
contact will be maintained by: 

  - Allowing an interpersonal distance of 1.5 meters 
  - Having all personnel on campus wear masks while on campus 

- Avoiding crowds in the offices or other places of meeting (limited 
capacity) 
C. Personal prevention measures. Adequate hand hygiene and 

respiratory hygiene (sneezing and coughing into the bend of the arm, and 
the use of paper Kleenex) are basic measure for avoiding transmission. 
There will be hand sanitizer available at the entry of the building as well as 
in every classroom and office. 

D. Cleaning and ventilation. Cleaning and disinfecting the 
classrooms, common spaces and other installations, and regular ventilation 
of the same will be an objective of special attention. 

E. The dorms will be in charge of taking students temperature each 
day before they leave for class. 

F. Managing cases. Students who are considered to have symptoms 
will be directed to the deans or the person in charge of the program. They 
will then take the opportune measures for each case. 

mailto:esdes@campusadventista.es
mailto:aca@nadadventist.org
http://www.acastudyabroad.com/
http://step.state.gov/stop
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2. When should you not attend class? Students and professors who present 
the following circumstances will not be able to attend class: 

• If they present symptoms compatible with those of COVID-19. 
• If they are in isolation after receiving a positive for COVID-19. 
• If they are waiting for the results of a PCR test or other molecular 

diagnostic test. 
• If they are on house quarantine because they have been in close contact 

with someone who has been diagnosed with COVID-19 or other 
compatible symptoms. 

 
3. Entering and exiting the classrooms 

• With the objective of avoiding crowds, the classrooms will be accessed 
(A-108 and A-107) through the exterior doors. 

• Movement by groups of students within the building will be avoided by 
having the professors be the ones who go from one classroom to the 
other. The classrooms will only be used when it is necessary, when 
possible and weather permitting, classes will be held outside. 

• Movement of the student body within the building will be done in an 
orderly manner while maintaining a safe distance. 

• The classrooms will be open and an orderly access to them will be 
sought, while maintaining a safe distance (1.5 meters) between the 

attending students. 
 

 


